Abstract-Absolute quantification of positron emission tomography (PET) data requires invasive blood sampling in order to obtain the arterial input function (AIF). This procedure involves considerable costs and risks. A less invasive approach is to estimate the AIF directly from images, known as an image derived input function (IDIF). One promising method, EPICA, extracts IDIF by applying independent components analysis (ICA) on dynamic PET data from the entire brain. EPICA requires exclusion of non-brain voxels from the PET images, which is achieved by using a brain mask prior to ICA. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Absolute quantification of positron emission tomography (PET) data requires invasive arterial blood sampling though a catheter inserted into the radial artery, in order to obtain the arterial input function (AIF). This procedure involves considerable costs and risks to patients. Less invasive alternative approaches have been proposed for estimating the AIF from image data commonly referred to as an image derived input function (IDIF). IDIF approaches include, extracting blood signal from manually labeled carotid arteries, sinuses or by identifying cranial blood pools using independent components analysis (ICA) [1] .
These approaches estimate whole blood and plasma curves, and therefore are useful only for radiotracers that do not form metabolites. Another type of approach, simultaneous estimation (SIME), estimates the metabolite corrected input function from multiple regional time activity curves [2] , but cannot estimate the plasma curve needed for calculating the vascular correction (% blood in the brain) parameters in kinetic models. Thus, methods for estimating both the plasma and metabolite corrected input functions are needed for less invasive quantitative PET. To this end it is necessary to improve and optimize existing promising IDIF methods for estimating the plasma curve.
Several studies comparing IDIF approaches have been conducted. The most promising IDIF methods are also the most demanding in terms of processing time and patient discomfort, as they require either manual labeling and several blood samples [3] to correct for spillover effects or enhanced procedures for reconstructing PET data [4] . These methods may not be amenable to many research centers and data sets; especially data acquired on older systems PET systems that are not compatible with newer reconstruction techniques.
One promising method for estimating the plasma curve is the extraction of the plasma time activity curve using ICA (EPICA) [5] . EPICA requires only a single blood sample and implicitly accounts for spillover effects. This method also works with unprocessed PET data, requiring only the exclusion of non-brain voxels, a procedure that can be automated. Despite these advantages, EPICA achieved mediocre scores in evaluation [1] . In our own evaluation of EPICA we noticed that it was highly sensitive to the brain mask used to exclude non-brain voxels. It is known that for IDIF calculations, ICA spatial constraints, defined as the amount of blood vs. tissue voxels included, needs to be evaluated [6] . Since this type of analysis has not yet been reported for EPICA, there may be an opportunity to improve, optimize, and generalize the method, thus enabling its use across different PET data sets and radiotracers.
In this paper, we investigate the use of different spatial constraints on ICA by learning which tissues should be included in the brain mask to optimize EPICA performance.
II. METHODS

A. Subjects
Data from three [
F]FDG and three [
11 C]WAY-100635 PET and corresponding MRI scans of healthy volunteers were analyzed. All data were previously collected during an Alzheimer's [7] and depression study [8] . Participants signed informed consent and studies followed institutional review board-approved protocols.
B. Data acquisition
Data collection is described in [7] , [8] . PET images were acquired on an ECAT EXACT HR+ scanner (Siemens/ CTI). All data were collected after a 10-minute transmission scan. Reconstruction was performed using filtered backprojection with attenuation correction using the transmission data, and scatter correction was performed using a modelbased approach. The reconstruction and estimated image filters were Shepp 0.5 (2.5 mm FWHM), the Z filter was allpass 0.4 (2.0 FWHM) and the zoom factor was 4.0, leading to a final image resolution of 5.1mm FWHM at the center of the field of view. Images were reconstructed to a 128 x 128 matrix (pixel size 2.5 x 2.5 mm).
During the [ 18 F]FDG scan, emission data were acquired in 3D mode for 60 minutes as 26 frames of increasing duration (8x15 s, 6x30 s, 5x1 min, 4x5 min, and 3x10 min). Thirteen arterial blood samples (each 0.3 ml) were drawn by pump and manually during the scan (at 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 sec, and 1.5, 5, and 20 min after injection). The last sample was drawn 30 sec after the final acquisition. During the [ 11 C]WAY scan, emission data were collected in 3D mode for 110 min as 20 frames of increasing duration (3x20 s, 3x1 min, 3x2 min, 2x5 min, 9x10 min). Following radiotracer injection, 30 arterial samples were collected, 24 samples automatically every 5 seconds for the first 2 min, and 6 samples manually thereafter at longer intervals. Following centrifugation, plasma was collected in 200 ml aliquots and radioactivity was counted in a gamma counter (Wallac 1480 Wizard 3M Automatic Gamma Counter).
MRI images were acquired using a 1.5T (Signa Advantage, GE Healthcare). All scans from the 1.5T camera were acquired in the coronal plane (orthogonal to the anterior-commissure posterior-commissure plane over the whole brain) with the following parameters: 3-dimensional spoiled gradient recalled acquisition in the steady state; repetition time, 34 ms; echo time, 5 ms; flip angle, 45°; 1.5-mm slice thickness (zero gap); 124 slices; and field of view, 220 x 160 mm. All images from the 1.5T camera were reconstructed to a size of 256 x 256, with a resolution of 1.5 x 0.86 x 0.86 mm.
C. Image Processing
Image analysis was performed using Matlab 2011a (The Mathworks), with extensions to the following open source packages: Functional MRI of the Brains Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT), version 5.2; Brain Extraction Tool (BET) version 1.2; and University College of Londons Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM5) segmentation routines, as previously described [9] .
The PET scan was motion corrected utilizing de-noising techniques to improve intra-frame co-registration. Any significant residual motion was assessed visually and manually corrected. The mean of motion corrected frames was co-registered to the MRI and the resulting transformation was applied to all PET frames. Blood flow (BF) images (where brain arteries and veins are visible) were made by averaging the first 60 seconds of data, approximately the time at which the radiotracer reaches blood vessels after injection. To standardize image orientation, using the MRI, BF images were aligned to the orientation of the 2mm single subject MNI template (Collins et al, 1998) using a rigid body transform. MRI images were segmented using SPM5 into gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) maps and transformed into PET space using inverse MRI-PET transform from above.
C. Blood and metabolite analysis
Plasma radioactivity curves derived from arterial sampling were fit with a model in order to interpolate the activity at times corresponding to the binning of the PET data. The model used is a straight line from time zero to the peak, followed by a sum of three decreasing exponentials after the peak:
Since [
11 C]WAY metabolizes in the body, its parent fractions are measured in order to correct the plasma radioactivity curve. Hills Function was used to model the metabolite curve, given by the equation (2) .
The metabolite corrected AIF is therefore calculated using equation (3):
D. Blood vessel labeling ITK-SNAP 1 was used to delineate the internal carotid arteries and the superior, transverse, and sigmoid sinus on the aligned BF PET image. An anatomical protocol was not followed in this study because the only goal was to highlight cranial vessels that may aid the ICA classification. Nevertheless the manual segmentation procedure is described here for reference. The entire span of the internal carotid, cervical (C1) to communicating (C7) sections, are typically not visible on the PET image due to patient position, motion, and/or low field of view (FOV). Therefore, carotid arteries were labeled from petrous (C2) to C7. The sinuses were traced from the superior aspect of the superior sagittal sinus to the superior aspect of the jugular bulb. The superior sagittal sinus was traced in the sagittal view, excluding the smaller less visible superior-anterior sections. The jugular bulb was excluded from carotids and sinuses because it is difficult to differentiate at that level. A representative tracing of left and right carotid arteries and sinus sections are shown in Fig. 1 .
D. IDIF algorithm
A version of EPICA (v1.0) is freely available 2 and uses a pow5exp ICA cost function, which suits irreversible radiotracers such as [
18 F]FDG. In order to implement EPICA for [
11 C]WAY, the author kindly provided a revised version (v1.3) that includes a kurtosis cost function more appropriate for neuroreceptor studies. Although the core EPICA algorithm remained untouched, some changes to the software were made for the purposes of batch processing. EPICA separates the PET signal into blood and tissue components. It cannot differentiate the two automatically. Instead, two plots show ICA components representing blood and the tissue curves and the user must select the one that best resembles the shape of a typical AIF curve. For our purposes this process was automated by selecting the curve with the lowest error sum of squares (SSE) relative to the measured AIF.
E. Brain Masks
One of the pre-processing steps for EPICA is to remove non-brain regions from the PET image by using a brain mask derived from an MRI or by segmenting the PET image [5] . We noticed that this typically yields poor results with our data. In the original EPICA studies, the FOV and resolution of PET data were significantly lower than our scans, forcing the authors to use a narrower brain mask with superior and inferior regions of the PET cutoff. In fact, this is evident in the demo images provided on the EPICA website. We hypothesized that optimizing the brain mask might improve EPICA performance for our data. To find the optimal brain mask we created brain masks consisting of various combinations of tissues: GM, WM, CSF, carotid (CA) and sinuses (SV) from the MRI and manual labeling, respectively. For example, a brain mask could consist of GM+WM, GM+CA or GM+WM+SV. All n-choose-k combinations were created yielding 186 different brain mask types. Furthermore, we evaluated 11 different superior and inferior cutoffs: (1) slice 5 held constant, superior slice gradually increased in steps of 10 slices from the 10 th to 60 th ; (2) superior slice 60 held constant, while inferior slice was increased in steps of 10 slices from the 10 th to the 50 th . Considering all brain mask types and cutoffs, a total of 2046 different brain masks were evaluated. Representative brain masks are shown in Fig. 2 .
E. Evaluation
In order to determine the optimal brain mask for [
F]FDG and [
11 C]WAY data EPICA was run with all brain mask types and SSE was calculated between all IDIFs and corresponding AIFs. The brain mask that yielded the lowest SSE for a particular subject was considered optimal for that subject. In an attempt to generalize the approach across subjects, we then searched for a single (common) brain mask that gave the lowest average SSE across all subjects. For each, b th , brain mask we averaged SSE across all, s th , subjects using equation (4), where, N = total number of subjects and T = total scan time. The IDIF curves that correspond to the lowest across subject average SSE are reported.
III. RESULTS
A. EPICA without modifications
EPICA was applied to our data set using a whole brain mask as previously recommended [5] . For FDG, the IDIF underestimated the AIF for four subjects. In all four subjects the IDIF contained negative values in the tail. In only one subject did the IDIF closely approximate AIF curve. For WAY data, the IDIF overestimated the peak in two cases and and WAY (d,e,f) data from 6 subjects, using an optimal brain mask for each subject. AIF is the measured plasma radioactivity for FDG and measured plasma radioactivity corrected for metabolites for WAY. The IDIF curves closely approximate true plasma radioactivity for both WAY and FDG. Discrepancies, evident around the 5-minute time point for 1 FDG and 2 WAY subjects.
the tail slope was positive in two cases, which is physiologically impossible. We also see that for WAY, the IDIF approximates the plasma radioactivity levels and not the AIF due to the presence of metabolites. EPICA results using a whole brain mask are shown in Fig. 3 .
B. EPICA with modified brain masks
Brain masks selective of different tissue classes were applied to WAY and FDG data. For each subject individually, we searched for an optimal brain mask that gave the lowest SSE between IDIF and measured AIF. For FDG, the optimal brain masks yielded IDIFs that closely approximated the tail and peak shape, with the exception of a slight time delay. Optimal brain masks were composed of different tissue classes, GM (n=2), WM (n=2), CSF (n=2), CA (n=2), SV was not present in any optimal brain mask, n = # of subjects. Cutoff ranged from slice 5-20 to slice 60, essentially most of the brain was included. For WAY, optimal brain masks improved peak estimation and the positive tail slope was reduced to better match the tail of the measured plasma curve. Again, brain masks were composed of different tissue classes, CSF (n=3), CA (n=2), SV (n=3), WM (n=1), GM was not present in any of the masks. EPICA results using optimal brain masks are shown in Fig. 4 .
A common brain mask was selected for each radiotracer based on SSE criteria in equation (4) . Slight under-and overestimation of the tail was present in FDG IDIFs, and the peak in WAY IDIFs. The IDIF for both radiotracers using the common brain mask were closer to the AIF than when using the default whole brain mask. As expected however, the results were worse than when the optimal brain mask was selected for each subject individually. EPICA results using common brain masks are shown in Fig. 5 .
IV. CONCLUSION
We introduced a procedure for optimizing the brain mask used for IDIF estimation with ICA. This technique was demonstrated using the EPICA IDIF estimation software. It was shown that there exists a brain mask in each subject that can yield IDIFs that approximate the AIF very well, which suggests that imposing spatial constraints on ICA can improve results. In practice however, identifying a brain mask type for each subject is not practical so we attempted to find common brain mask that works well across subjects, one for each radiotracer. The results were less impressive than the individual masks but a great improvement over the default whole brain mask recommended for EPICA.
Our results show that more work needs to be done understanding and characterizing the locations of blood pools within PET brain images. An interesting unexpected finding was the difference in tissues present in both the optimal and common brain masks. In optimal masks, SV was important for WAY but not for FDG. In common masks, GM and WM seemed to be more important for FDG while CSF was more important to WAY data. It is unclear why this would be since CSF does not contain brain tissue. A possible explanation is that CSF contains useful signal from meninges, surface blood vessels and/or smoothing artifact of nearby gray matter. More work is needed with additional subjects in order to evaluate whether our tissue selection can be used to improve ICA based IDIF methods. 
